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This year athletics has been introduced to our school. Ms. Harrington or-
ganized it so that the students could become more involved, learn new 
skills and compete in competitions. Many of the students were interested 
and joined. Since then more have come along and the improvements are 
really amazing.  
 
During training the atmosphere was great and all the students and teach-
ers were extremely encouraging and helpful. We were taught techniques 
on how to pace yourself and how to pass people during a race.   
 
We practiced long distance, short distance, relays and hurdles over the 
months that we were training. We competed in two competitions, one in 
the Phoenix Park and one in Santry. Some of the students won and went 
on to participate in other competitions too.   
 
I have enjoyed and benefited from the athletics and I hope next year more 
people will join so that we can expand the learning and exercise through 
out the school.  
 
By Éabha McElwaine 1K 
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This year there were many different teams of all differ-

ent age groups participating in football competitions 

and training sessions. It was great to see such a high 

level of involvement throughout the staff and pupils 

with great enthusiasm from both parties. Some notable 

achievements from the 2021/2022 season include the 

boys senior team reaching the semi-final of the inner 

city league. They were very unfortunate not to pro-

gress to the final after losing on penalties. This was a 

great achievement and sets the foundations for some 

exciting years ahead. Another notable mention is when 

the girls’ team travelled to Wexford to play CBS New 

Ross girls’ team. It’s great that football can promote 

being active and giving the students a chance to show 

their skills nationally.  
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Basketball has been a part of our school's extra-curricular activities since 2018, and 
this year was no different. We welcomed numerous new members to our team and 
started training right away in September. These training sessions took place every 
Wednesday after choir, and consisted of both technical and physical activities such as 
sprints and shooting drills. We competed in both the u16 and u19 league this year, 
which comprised a number of matches with schools all across Dublin. Our perfor-
mance this year has definitely improved compared to previous years, with the u16 
team getting all the way to the semi-finals! The matches that were played this year 
were all challenging in their own ways, so getting so far was a great achievement for 
our team. We are keeping our heads high for next season and are taking this as a learn-
ing opportunity. We have become more confident as a team, and are now ready to en-
dure new challenges in the league to come! 

Thank you to Ms. Sweeney for facilitating training sessions this year, as well as or-

ganising matches for our teams! 

By Alexandra Pugna  
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Every year in mid-October, elections are held for student council representatives. One boy and one girl 
from each class are voted in by their peers. In our first meeting we voted in a chair, this year it was Gavin 
Dunphy, a secretary; Georgia McCormick and two vice chairs, Daniel McNally and Will Donovan. The 
chairs host the meetings and report back on our decisions to Mr. Gill and the Board of Management. 

We started off this year by organizing a food drive for the Simon Community. We asked students to bring 

in food items like canned food, toiletries, non-perishables, and sweet foods. In the end, over 2000 food 

items were brought in.  We held a Christmas jumper day, also in support of the Simon Community, dur-

ing which students could donate 2 euro and in return be allowed to wear a Christmas jumper all day. We 

made 400 euro. 

Then, between the January and Easter term we brought in brand new initiatives such as a sanitary station 
for the girls in the school, new and fixed clocks in all the rooms and some fundraising ideas for the war in 
Ukraine. 

On the 8th of March, we sent two students-Sienna Byrne and Georgia McCormick, to represent the school 

at the Irish Student's Union conference for International Women's Day.  On the 26th of April, the student 

council had their say in the upcoming exams and reports reform, of which most of 

the members of the Council were in favour. 

On the 17th of May, the student council discussed the new healthy eating policy 
which will be rolled out in September. We looked over some policies from other 
schools and then were shown an early draft of ours. Together we talked about what 
would help make our school community a healthier one. 

The student council have had a very active and productive year. We have achieved 
quite a bit and we are extremely proud of our whole team. We cannot wait to see 
how next year in student council goes. 

By Daniel McNally and Mia Crotty 

1st Year: Ben Walsh, Rosie Comerford, Mia Gorey-Roche, Dannan Moger-Byrne, Naa Akaabi Effah, 
Isaac McGovern 
2nd year: Rosalind Shevlin, Darragh Hannon McCabe, Allie Forde, Jack Diamond  
3rd year: Finn Vaughan Buckley, Callie Mae Byrne, Sienna Byrne, Noel Finlay  
4th Year: Will Donovan Maia Ghircuta, Daniel McNally, Mia Crotty  
5th year: Róisín Murphy, Kevish Arjoon 
6th year: Georgia McCormick (Secretary), Gavin Dunphy (Chairperson 
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Professor Luke O’Neill, Mr Gill and 

previous Sixth year Prize winners  
The Fundraising Club’s annual Bake Sale 

for The Dogs’ Trust  

Walking Club short walk to St Stephen’s Green—First year students 
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Ah yes, Book Club. The best extracurricular activity there is ;) From dark murder mysteries to teenage rom

-coms, we do it all. Every second Monday at break, we meet up for a discussion of the latest book and for a 

general catch-up over biscuits. Anyone can join; we have something here for everybody! And if you think we 

don’t, you’re more than welcome to give us some recommendations. Don’t worry, we can talk about almost 

any book at any given time, so come along and spark a debate! Passionate discourses about fictional story 

arcs are what we specialise in, and we’d love to do it some more. 

 

Some of my favourite reads of this year are: 

When The World Was Ours by L. Kessler  

The Island At The End Of Everything by K. M. Hargrave 

The Thursday Murder Club by R. Osman 

We Were Liars by E. Lockhart 

 

As my time at school comes to an end, I would just like to say that personally, 

Book Club has helped me a lot. It gave me an excuse to keep reading through 

my exams every year. Which is better than you’d think. Because for me, read-

ing has always been my downtime; my escape. But it’s really easy to forget 

about self-care when you need to study for ten different subjects. Merging my 

hobby with an extracurricular was actually pretty wise of 14-year-old me. And 

I highly advise it. ‘Words are, in my not so humble opinion, our most inexhaustible 

source of magic. Capable of both inflicting injury, and remedying it.’ (Dumbledore!)   

 

Book Club has been a constant in my school life for 4 years now. I’ve been the oldest 

member here (well, apart from Ms. Cullen) for quite a while. I remember the days 

when there would just be three or four of us sitting in the newly-built Library. And 

now look! Even on our bad days we have at least ten people. And on good days we 

can run out of chairs! Watching us grow has been such a wonderful experience. I’ve 

thoroughly enjoyed seeing our little group expanding and filling with more and more 

like-minded people. Most of all, I’ve enjoyed all the times I’ve spent squabbling with 

Ms. Cullen over the practicalities of YA books (or lack thereof), and I really will miss 

trying to convince her into liking dramatic fantasies and cheesy contemporaries.  

 

And now that I’m leaving, Book Club has a vacant position that I think we need to recruit for. Internal and 

external candidates are both welcome, for the title of… The Crusader for Fairytale Romances™. Keep the 

magic alive, bookworms, and don’t forget that our origin stories all began with a “once upon a time” -  

 By Avnie Tyagi 
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In recent years Ireland has become a more inclusive and open 

place for all people. The past two decades  have brought about 

unprecedented change for Ireland’s LGBTQ + population. 

Today more and more LGBT people are ‘coming out’ at a younger 

age and are living openly with the support of their family, friends, 

school, community, workplace and neighbourhoods. 

Being affirmed and respected for who one is, is critically important 

to the formation of a positive self-identity.   

 

Here in SPCGS we are committed to diversity and inclusion and to 

making everyone feel welcome. On 4th November 2021 we held our 

annual rainbow jumper day to show our support for the community 

and raise funds for Belong To – an organisation dedicated to sup-

porting this community.  

 

Next year the LGBTQ+ club hopes to meet on a regular basis and 

look forward to creating awareness and creating a welcoming 

space for all.  
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Third year Business trip  
 

In April we went to The Helix in DCU to watch the Student Enter-
prise Awards National Final to see the previous Fourth year stu-
dents pitch their business ideas to the judges. There were many 
good business ideas that could influence our choices for next year's 
projects. All the contestants were exceptionally good at talking about 
their ideas in front of everyone and it was a good insight into pitching 
ideas. A lot of the projects were based on being more sustainable, in-
cluding the winner Barrelda which is a farming equipment business 
that makes products out of farmers’ used barrels. We all really enjoyed 
this experience and came out of it looking forward to next year's pro-
ject.  
 Sarah Batt Sixth Year Business trip  

As a last hurrah before graduation, our Business class (and the fifth years’) went on a day trip 
with Ms. Burke and Ms. McMahon to... Tayto Park! The weather, thankfully, was gorgeous 
that day, and it really felt like a proper summer excursion. We got a tour of the place, and 
learned a lot about the two businesses (Tayto Crisps and Tayto Park are actually two sepa-
rate entities). We found out about the behind-the-scenes efforts that go into making our 
favourite snacks, and about the marketing strategies employed around the park. I think we 
were all very impressed to learn about Tayto’s sustainability as a company. They try to mini-
mise waste as much as possible in the factories, by burning potato skins to run the machin-
ery, among other things. Did you know that the starch washed off from potatoes can be used 
in the painting industry? Also, the entire park is mainly run on renewable energy, and does 
not disrupt the local supply of water. 

Of course, a sizeable amount of our time was spent enjoying the rides! My friends and I went 
on four in total. My favourite was Viking Voyage. To get the best experience, I would recom-
mend doing all the scary ones first and leaving this for last. That way, you’ll enjoy it more. 
Otherwise, you’ll end up screaming at all its baby slopes (like I did) but then after the real 
deals, realise that you could have practically had a picnic on that one. 

In my defence, I’ve always had a very low tolerance for anything remotely rollercoaster-like. 
In fact, before that day, I had never sat on a rollercoaster in all my nearly-18-years of living. 
And what a wonderful era that was. Now, thanks to my friends emotionally blackmailing me 
(going so far as to mention “the ideals I stand for”) my throat is still hoarse from all the non-
stop screaming I did throughout Dino Dash, Flight School, and Cú Chulainn. I lament all the 
times I talked about taking risks for adventures, and about doing everything together to not 
leave anyone out. Oh, well. After I overcame the terror and momentary trauma, it was fun. 
In a weird, adrenaline-driven way. “Be afraid, and do it anyway.” — I’m glad I found that 
quote on Pinterest that unfortunately my friends decided to throw back at me. It’s good ad-
vice.  

The highlight of my day, however, was going to the zoo. I’ve always been obsessed 
with learning about wildlife and nature, and was fully geeking out over all the ani-
mals. And by a marvellous stroke of luck, we just about managed to see the Amur 
tiger too! Tigers are my favourite animals, and seeing him run out across the enclo-
sure made my day! Overall, we had an amazing time. A big thank-you to Ms. Burke 
for organising such a fantastic trip for us! 

 

By Avnie Tyagi 
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Business Enterprise—Fourth year 

September 2021, My Transition year class and I were given the amazing opportunity to return to Business 
as part of our TY curriculum. We received a new Business teacher at the start of last year. Ms Burke fitted 
right in to our school and we started to work straight away. 

Ms. Burke introduced us to a new side of business in the outside world that  was very new to a lot of my 
classmates, including me! It was a very different side to Business, the subject we had studied for our jun-
ior cert. It was different to the note taking and big text books. The topic she started off our year with was 
Business Enterprise and Entrepreneurship.  

We were split into teams of 5-6 and came up with ideas for our business. Everyone had such different ide-
as. Some people wanted to sell food like Brownies and Fudge, While others sold bags and jewellery. It was 
a good mixture between the two.  

After we came up with each idea is was time to get to work. We started searching for materials we need-
ed to buy, where we could buy them, the best quality and price etc. My group decided to make wired jew-
ellery with crystal gems. So, we looked at Amazon for the wire and clasps and dervish, a local crystal shop 
on Aungier street.  

Our deadline was December 16th so we had a lot of work to get done by then. My classmate Maia and I 
went to survey people in other years to see if they would be interested in buying our jewellery to see how 
much products we would need to buy. After the results we realised we didn’t buy enough so we were 
back off into town again. 

By the time December 16th rolled around we were all set and ready to go. Everybody was setting up their 
stands and posters. It was called a Christmas Fair, lots  wore Christmas hats. The total we spent on prod-
ucts was 60 euro and we ended up making back 360 euros which is a 500 percent profit. We split the 
money equally because everybody did an equal amount of work. 

I really liked the practical side of it. It really taught me a lot. It taught me how to work as a team alongside 
my friends. It helped me manage money in the real world. Thank you to Ms Burke and all the teachers 
that helped make this happen.    By Aoife Kennedy  
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Junior Musician Perpetual Cup: Heather Sweeney  

The Junior Musician Perpetual Cup is awarded to a student in Fourth year who in addi-
tion to studying Junior Certificate Music in the school has 
contributed to all aspects of extra-curricular performing activ-
ities during years first to third. Heather Sweeney made a valu-
able contribution to the School Choir, Chamber Choir and 
School Orchestra. She has shown great leadership and com-
mitment in her flawless attendance at all rehearsals. She has 
contributed to many solo and group performances and in-
spires her fellow musicians with her musicality on French 
Horn, Fiddle, Piano and Voice. 

 

 

 

 

Senior Musician Perpetual Cup 2021: Rían Middleton 

The Senior Musician Perpetual Cup is awarded to a student in 

the previous Sixth year, who,  in addition to studying Leaving 

Certificate Music in the school has contributed to all aspects of 

extra-curricular performing activities at the Grammar School. 

Rían Middleton  consistently strove for excellence in every per-

formance. He made a valuable contribution to the School Choir 

and Chamber Choir. He showed dedication and commitment in 

his attendance at rehearsals. He is a fabulous singer and gave 

many wonderful performances at school assemblies, services 

and concerts. He showed great leadership as a Music Captain 

and was always willing to help organise musical activities while 

motivating those around him with his energy and enthusiasm.  
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Jabba Jabba Jembe 
David Day is the founder of Jabba Jabba Jembe. He has been studying 

African and World Drumming for over 20 years at home in Ireland and al-

so with teachers in Europe, the US, Senegal, Gambia, Guinea and Ghana, 

West Africa. 

Now back from his travels, Dave has been providing drumming workshops 

and drum circle events to a vast range of groups including schools, festi-

vals, corporate, community groups and even prisons for over 10 years. 

 

We attended the Jabba Jabba Jambe as one of our Friday afternoon 

activities. During our workshops we learnt a wide variety 

of different drumming techniques. David Day mainly fo-

cused on Brazilian drumming techniques while another 

teacher who was also named David focused on African 

drumming techniques. 

I personally really enjoyed the workshop, I thought that it 

was completely different to any other workshop I have 

ever done before and I would definitely recommend it to 

others.      By Aoife Power 

 

 

End of year service 
The Sixth year Graduation and school end of year ser-

vice took place at 11am on Wednesday 25th May in St 

Patrick's Cathedral. Music filled the Cathedral with Sixth 

year student Lily Garland opening the service with a pi-

ano solo, followed by the school choir who performed 

"Deep River". Sixth year Rory McElligott performed on the 

flute followed by a performance from the Chamber Or-

chestra of ‘Eine Kleine Nachtmusik’ and ‘Ode To Joy’ 

arranged by their teacher Ms Caroline Duggan. Sixth 

year students  Lavinia, Gavin and Rory performed "Rock 

Around the Clock" accompanied by Ramona Dineen 

on bass and Ms. Duggan on piano. 

 

The highlight of the service had to be the performance 

of "Let It Be" performed by the entire Sixth year group 

conducted by their form teacher Ms Cullen and ac-

companied on piano by Ms Duggan. It was such an 

honour to have Principal, Mr  Gill, Dean Morton and Rev-

erend Oxley also perform with the Sixth years.  
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Our annual Spring Concert took place in St Patrick's Cathedral at 7.30pm in April. 

All first years opened the concert with a performance of "I'm Still Standing" by Elton 

John. 

Our full school choir took part. Our full school Orchestra with over 70 students closed 

the concert with performances arranged by Caroline Duggan. Ode To Joy, Eine 

Kleine Nachtmusik and Viva La Vida. 

We had many solo performances, traditional Irish Sean Nos, Electric Rock Guitar and 

our Chamber Orchestra.   

In total we had over 170  Students performing in a spectacular concert. 

On Thursday May 26th, 19 students from the 

school Chamber Orchestra met at school with Ms. 

Duggan and Mr. Gill at 7.30am and were picked up 

by a coach and brought to the Marino Institute of 

Education to perform at the International Educators 

conference that was held in Ireland this year. The 

group performed Ode To Joy, Eine Kleine Nachtmus-

ik, Don't Stop Me Now and Rock Around the Clock. 

The group received a standing ovation. On arrival 

back to school the Chamber orchestra celebrated 

their success with a Pizza party. Well done to all!      
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On Friday 4th of March and Saturday 5th March our students participated in the Wesley Inter-
schools Music Festival organised by their music teacher Caroline Duggan and supported by vocal 
tutor Judith Lyons.  
Our TY Students were at Killary and met us at Wesley with their suitcases and changed into their 
full school uniform to perform with the other 60 students in the school choir. 
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Photographs by Alison O’Hanlon 
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Etienne Doyle—First prize 

winner 

Patricia Imbrisca and 

Aoife Power—Second 

prize winners 

Will Donovan, David 

Cooney, Angelo M. 

Espana—Highly 

Commended 
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Photographs Alison 

O’Hanlon 
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This year we  hosted our health and happiness week during the 17th of January to 

the 21st of January with a variety of events from subjects such as PE, SPHE, Guid-

ance, Home Economics and the Amber Flag team.  

The week contained activities such as Irish dancing,  and circuits in physical edu-

cation, followed by the TY spinathon which was launched by Minister Harris on the 

13th of January. The TY team had to compete against 

the teachers by cycling 80km in 238 minutes. This was a 

very successful event, as all TY students were involved in 

the organisation of sponsorship cards, cycling, borrow-

ing equipment and getting sponsored food for the 

event. They raised a total of 500 euro from various spon-

sorships and presented it as a team to ‘Rory’s Stories’ 

during assembly on Wednesday. Rory engaged with all 

year groups and explained about following your 

strengths and keeping up your extra curricular activities 

in sport, music and arts to mind your mental health while 

ensuring good food, sleep and stress management were practiced.  

 

The school choir sang a lovely piece to end the presentation and Rory gave them 

encouragement and inspiration to follow their love of singing and future dreams.  

 

On Thursday and Friday, all students participated in random acts of kindness for 

their teachers and completed activities in tutor time on healthy eating, gratitude 

and stress management.  

To end the week, all students participated in an outdoor activity, choreographed 

by the music and PE department followed by a presentation to the Amber Flag by 

past pupil Faye Reddington. The positive atmosphere and enthusiasm of all in-

volved was contagious and we hope it continues all year. Congratulations to all 

involved in an energetic and fun week.  
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Our school, was selected as part of one of 

the school visits by Minister Simon Harris, to 

highlight the new CAO process and further 

education pathways amongst our sixth year 

students in Careers class and in a whole 

school assembly. We were delighted to be 

accepted, as whole school guidance and 

education progression is an integral part of 

our school.  A variety of both internal and ex-

ternal activities occur throughout the year to 

empower students in making informed deci-

sions regarding subject choice, further edu-

cation process, studying abroad, financial 

assistance and scholarships. Parents Information nights and College Awareness week 

are hugely impactful events along with school visits in and out to higher education in-

stitutes around Ireland. Simon Harris' visit highlighted how our school ensures inclusion, 

and education disadvantaged areas are impacted through HEAR and DARE applica-

tions, while ensuring all doors are opened so students have a variety of options to 

study in a variety of different routes while reaching their potential. 

 

Minister Harris visited our school on Thursday 13th of January to great anticipation.  He 

spoke to all sixth year students and our representatives of the Board of Management 

about all the different pathways within our CAO system. He was presented with a to-

ken of thanks by our Head Boy and Head Girl and was presented with the school 

plans of our extension and building of an autistic unit which will ensure all students can 

be included in our school community and education progression. He then joined the 

whole school community for assembly in the yard, where he was welcomed and 

thanked by Mr. Gill. He then heard from guidance counsellor, Patricia Harrington 

about Health and Happiness Week 2022, which highlighted the importance a healthy 

body equals a healthy mind in a variety of activities by our amber flag team and cy-

cle against suicide team in subjects such as; Home-Economics, Careers, Physical Edu-

cation, SPHE and Music. He was asked to launch the week by participating in a chal-

lenge with our TY spin- athon team and show the importance of exercise. 

 

Music is an integral part of the school and our past pupil Jennifer Yusuf who is currently 

studying Performing Arts in BIM, performed an outstanding performance of Billie Eilish's 

Song  "No Time to Die". This then was followed by a 

school orchestra performance of Ode to Joy, in 

which Minister Harris participated  by ringing some 

bells. His excellent interpersonal skills and personable 

approach was highly noted amongst students and 

staff with a variety of activities such as selfies/ping 

pong challenges and group photos! This exciting visit 

was a showcase of our caring and small school 

community, while always striving to reach their po-

tential. 

P.H.  
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Along with my friend, Oisin Stokes - we trained to become cyber safety 

ambassadors for the school. Webwise is the Irish Internet Safety Aware-

ness Centre which is co-funded by the Department of Education and 

Skills and is co-financed by the European Union's Connecting Europe 

Facility. 

Throughout January we attended a webinar once a week with 140 

participants from schools across Ireland. The meeting would start with 

the organiser , Tracy Hogan - who would present a new topic . Then 

we went into our small breakout groups with a youth panel member. The youth panel is a 

collective of students who have previously completed the cyber safety program before, 

sharing their experiences and insights to the new batch . I admit at first , it was rather daunt-

ing being in a zoom call with a population almost as much as my own school! However, at 

times it was interesting listening to everyone , and even speaking up myself. 

Our finishing week of our training ended with February 8th - Safer Internet Day (2022)

a day to promote cyber awareness in schools. While transition years would not be 

able to attend as it was work experience week for us , My partner and 

I  had planned many activities for the school.  

 By Siri Basani  
 

Our School excelled in three core areas to enhance col-

lege progression; by introducing teaching and learning 

practices, implementing mentoring further and working 

within our whole school community. This transformative 

approach was completed by ensuring targets were met, 

a college going culture was further enhanced and a 

wide range of experiences provided to our students. 

College Awareness week kicked off in November by implementing a whole 

school approach to study skills, a past pupil progression snapshot of the variety of 

areas our students are currently or have completed in and career profiles with 

STEM, work experience opportunities and our school staff experiences of college. 

This was complemented with a launch of a bursary by the New Children’s Hospi-

tal with three past pupils’ opening the launch to share their experience of how 

this opportunity enhanced their studies. 

Our Targets in the Community were; building links with potential employers, a 

cross curricular experience in Butlers Chocolate Factory, and Cliste about web 
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During March, 1K went on a walking tour 

around the Liberties to learn about the his-

tory of the area and its residents. 

We met our tour guide, Andrew, at the old 

Dublin city walls in the Liberties. From there 

we walked through the Liberties, visited 

and learned about the historic locations 

from Andrew, who was born and raised in 

the area. 

He brought us to the original entrance for 

the Coombe hospital which had names 

engraved on the steps. There he told us 

about a man who was called Thomas Dud-

ley but nicknamed and known as ‘Bang Bang’ in the area. ‘Bang Bang’ was a fan of 

cowboy films and used to travel on trams and buses and stage mock shoot-outs to 

passing people. Many people in the area knew of him and would go along with it and 

pretend to fall or shoot him back. 

We also took a trip through the Liberties market which is one of the longest running 

markets in Dublin. It had a great atmosphere and many different products to buy. 

Those working in the markets were extremely welcoming and happy to talk to us. Our 

tour guide also knew each person by name, showing how close-knit the community 

are. 

Andrew also brought us to a garden beside the market, behind St. Catherine’s Church, 

which was very peaceful and an extremely valuable spot, especially to the older gen-

eration in the area. Andrew told us that many of the older generation meet their 

friends and loved ones here and that it’s a safe space for them. 

I thought it was an amazing experience and I thought that our tour guide made the 

information interesting and relatable. It’s great to learn about the area of our school 

and its history. It was very thoughtful of Ms. McFadden to organize it for us so big thanks 

to her. I enjoyed it and I know my classmates did too. 

 

By Éabha McElwaine 

design, business expansion and digital marketing while showcasing our Digital Strategy 

theme. Our Cultural Department provided opportunities for students to build a network 

with peers and improve their vocabulary with students in France and Spain. Working 

with the Guidance Department’s previous schools, an Erasmus opportunity will be pro-

vided to a Form 5 student to study abroad and provide an opportunity to progress into 

European Studies after the Leaving Certificate in 2023. Our humanities Department 

was provided with a local tour to gain an insight into local history and build on re-

search for a CBA with the view of creating an interest in studying Humanities in the fu-

ture. On the 30th of May, our school will be rewarded for their efforts by Trinity College 

Dublin and a presentation will occur at our Opening Service in September to kickstart 

the new academic year! PH 
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Over the past three years, a new branch of Student Voice has been set up in Saint Pat-

rick’s Cathedral Grammar School. The Tiered Leadership Programme was launched to 

nurture leadership qualities amongst our Senior Cycle Students.  

 

In Sixth Year, we have Prefects, a coveted leadership role. Students apply and inter-

view for the role.  The Prefects work tirelessly to be positive role models to the entire stu-

dent body. Their roles include monitoring the breaktimes, welcoming visitors to the 

school, attending Parent/Teacher meetings (pre-Covid) and to guide parents around 

the school. They assist in the organisation of Open Days/Christmas Services and Awards 

and run a charity event for the charity of their choosing.  

 

Fifth Years apply and interview to be Mentors to First Years. They are selected the year 

before they go into Fifth Year and are present for in the incoming First Year’s testing 

and first day in school. A “buddy system” is applied whereby, three mentors are as-

signed to each first-year class. They visit their groups during tutor time on a weekly basis 

to check in. They organise wellbeing events like a team bonding day, mindful mo-

ments, surprise treats or a walk in the park. They assist with all activities involving First 

years during College Awareness Week. They have previously taught study skills and 

stress management techniques to the First Years. This “buddy system” is really helping 

the First Years to settle into and become involved in extra curricular activities.  

  

Transition Year students apply and interview to become Peer Leaders and Cyber Safety 

Anti_Bullying Ambassadors. Our TY Peer Leaders help in the running of College Aware-

ness Week and Wellbeing Week. Last year, they designed and set up a Wellbeing Hub 

which will provide a safe, quiet space for all students to visit in search of a break from 

the daily hustle and bustle of school life (post-Covid). They also work in conjunction 

with the Anti-Bullying Team and help with surveys and measures on a weekly basis. In 

the past, they have been crucial in our whole-school objective to have an an-

ti_bullying campaign and inclusion activities taught to all school-goers, as they helped 

run the cyber safety anti_bullying initiatives with DCU and PDST.  

  

Although our school year has been anything but normal, our leadership programme 

will continue into the future as we try to embed 21st century skills into all of our students.   

PH 
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As part of week one of my work experience 

with UNICEF, I completed an activism work-

shop. Throughout this, we discussed issues such 

as climate change, children's rights, discrimina-

tion, etc. One issue that particularly struck me, 

however, was gender inequality. This workshop 

motivated me- I knew wanted to do some-

thing that would have some sort of positive im-

pact, and with International Women's Day 

coming up this was the perfect opportunity. I 

got in touch with Ms. Harrington, listing numer-

ous things we could for assembly, and she was 

on board with the idea! Over the next couple 

of days, we kept in touch and shared 

thoughts. I wrote a short speech that I could 

deliver at assembly, and we organised singers 

and poems to be read out. This proved to be 

great success on the day, so much so that the 

Lord Mayor of Dublin heard about my efforts  

and invited myself and the girls that participat-

ed in women's day over to the Mansion house 

for some afternoon tea and a tour of the 

house! 

 

On the day of the trip, the students from Book 

Club also ended up joining us. We walked to 

Dawson street, where the Mansion House is sit-

uated. When we went inside, we were warmly 

greeted by the Lord Mayor herself. She di-

rected us into the main room where we had 

tea and a bite to eat. During this, we had a 

Q&A with her, where I got to ask her a couple 

of questions in regards to her time as Lord 

Mayor, how she became the Lord Mayor, and 

the challenges she faced along the way. She 

was delighted with all the questions she re-

ceived, and gave all of her answers in great 

detail. After this, she gave us a tour of the 

Mansion House, which was fascinating. We 

even got to see the drawing room, where the 

Anglo-Irish treaty was ratified by Michael Col-

lins. This was an experience of a lifetime, that I 

will never forget! By Alexandra Pugna  
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Gaisce is a voluntary course in which students have to do 13 weeks of commu-
nity involvement, sport, and learn a new skill. You have to do it for at least 
one hour each week in all categories and then you have to do an additional 

13 weeks in any of the cat-
egories that you want to 
improve on or just want to 
go more in depth with 
which adds up to 26 weeks 
(about 6 months) total. 
These different categories 
are to help you get more 
active and involved with 
the things going on around you. After you have done all 
26 weeks, you get to do an adventure journey where you 
and your peers hike 25km over 2 days. I really loved the 

whole experience and I believe it helped me grow more as a person as it is honing in on skills and activities 
that a lot of people wouldn’t do on a day-to-day basis and gives them the opportunity to actually do it.  

The hike itself was my favourite aspect of Gaisce Bronze Level. Once we got there in the morning, we were 
taken out to a separate location where we hiked just over 13km. The view throughout the whole hike was 
stunning and was a great motivator for everyone. They fed us really nice food as well and we got to take 
part in a lot of team-building activities and games in the evening. They had tents set up for us already for 
night and overall, they were incredibly accommodating and friendly. The second day, we got to have 
breakfast and they gave us a packed lunch and we were taken to a separate location to continue the hike. 
We had another 12km left to hike and it was nice hiking it with different scenery. Everyone was a lot more 
tired on the second day so it went a bit slower but it was still so much fun and an unforgettable memory I 
have with my classmates. Gaisce was an incredible experience from starting new things and getting involved 
with my community to hiking 25km and camping outdoors.  By Meadhbh Killian  
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We set off early for Killary on February 28th at 8am from the school. The whole ordeal felt very strange 
with us being in our normal clothes and on the way to the West of Ireland while the rest of the school sat 
studiously in class. The journey felt shorter than expected, broken up by a quick stop at a gas station, and 
then, just like that, the landscape shifted from a concrete jungle to towering mountains. Soon the bus came 
to a stop in front of a spectacular fjord, and we had arrived. 
We all gathered upstairs at the canteen of the building which we thought looked amazing as it had 
just been renovated. Fresh plants hung from wooden beams supporting newly painted walls and an 
overall rustic aesthetic decorated the building. Here we ate a nice lunch from a choice of making 
your own sandwich or tomato soup. For a snack there were flapjacks which were unbelievably deli-
cious and we came to love over the course of the week. Then, we were given our rooms. Having filled 
our stomachs and dropped off our bags, we walked the coastal road to our first activity, high ropes. 
Hidden among the dense network of leaves and branches, and settled by the fjord ’s edge stood the 
towering beams that made up this challenge. It was a nice sunny day with almost no clouds in the 
sky, our first activity was high ropes. We were harnessed up and challenged to climb up a wall full 
of obstacles, climb up a tall log with ledges and jump off a platform with someone catching a tra-
peze. There was also a series of logs that got wider as you went up and the aim was to work as a 
team to get as high as possible, our group only managed to go as far as the fourth one. 
Evening soon fell, and after a delicious dinner of Bolognese, we found ourselves in a dome, learning 
the different ways to escape knife point. Despite the early start, we were full of energy and greatly 
enjoyed the lesson, but were ready for sleep when the time came. 
The days that followed played out mostly in the same order. Breakfast at nine a.m., then straight 
to activities, lunch, more activities, dinner and evening activities to close the day. For example, on 
Tuesday we did the turf challenge where we had to face many obstacles in a bog. It started off 

easy by just wading through the mud, 
trying to communicate with the others 
where rocks arose or where it got deeper. 
But as we struggled through, other chal-
lenges like swinging across a ditch on a 
rope or hurtling down a metal slide pre-
sented themselves. It was tough, but 
great fun. By Alexandra G Medves and 
Mya Lynam 
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The TY musical has always been one of the biggest, and most anticipated parts of the St Patrick’s experience. I know that 

since 1st year, as we attended various productions such as “Back To The 80s” and “Aladdin” many people in my year, my-

self included, were excited for whatever our musical would be, and this excitement only grew when TY came around. 

The week we started in late August of last year, there was already chatter on what our 

musical could possibly be. With the big numbers in our group, we were so curious and 

various show ideas were suggested to each other, wondering who might get what part. 

However, on Friday the 3rd of September, it was announced that we would be putting on 

Beauty and The Beast! This, because of its large array of characters, was a popular guess 

among students and was met with general excitement. We were told that our auditions 

would be held for the next few weeks, and were given brief rundowns on what to expect, 

and what to prepare.  

However, before that the students were split into 5 groups each focusing on a different 

area of production; Costuming, Hair and Makeup, Props, Set Design and Programmes and Posters.  

The auditions spanned two consecutive Fridays, where we were asked to perform various songs and scenes from the musi-

cal, and as each week went by, tensions grew higher. People were desperate to know and finally on the 24th of September 

their prayers were answered. We were sat down in the hall and the cast was announced. Every role announced was met 

with cheers and support, especially for the big roles such as; Bianca Akpotor and Mya Lynam as Mrs. Potts and Chip, 

Aoife Kennedy and Aoife Power as Madame De La Grande Bouche and Babette, Mia Crotty and Lilas as Lumiere and 

Cogsworth, Angelo Morales and Patrick Casey as Gaston and Lefou, and Will Donovan as Maurice. Finally, we were left 

with only the two titular characters to be announced, Belle and the Beast.  

For Belle, we were told that for the first time ever, two students would be chosen to play Belle, one playing her on the first 

night and the other on the next. Saoirse Graham and Alexandra Pugna’s names were announced and the room burst into 

applause and admiration. And lastly, the beast was announced and I had gotten the part. And as everyone applauded, I 

couldn’t contain my happiness. 

Over the next few weeks, each team worked tirelessly to make sure that everything would be ready in time for the shows 

on the 24th and 25th of November. As well as this, the lead roles spent a lot of their time, rehearsing scenes with Mr. Lynch 

and Ms. Sweeney and practising songs with Ms. Duggan. 

Excitement grew and grew as it got closer to the nights, but the work did not stop and finally 

after our full-dress rehearsal on the 23rd  of November, the time for our musical had come. 

This year we were given the privilege of being able to put 

on our musical in St Patrick's Cathedral for the first time in 

school history and with Beauty and The Beast’s castle set-

ting, the gothic surrounding had the perfect ambiance and 

gave the show a sense of grandeur, and some incredible 

acoustics. 

Each night was distinct from the other, Wednesday, 
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Saoirse’s night as Belle, being our first night, had a sense of wonder as it was our first time performing the show start to 

finish let alone in front of an audience of that size, so naturally there were a few hiccups, here and there but other than 

that it went smoothly. Everyone performed really well, and seeing the show come together was amazing. 

And then Thursday, Alexandra’s night as Belle. Having done it the night before everyone either had newfound confi-

dence, or had found lots of new things to worry about. Despite that I think it went even better as we all went in aware of 

the minor mistakes we made on the first night, and were able to address them during the performance. During our final 

bows, we even performed Be Our Guest one last time, this time involving the audience.  

That Friday, the whole of TY was treated to pizza and, much to the horror of many, a viewing of the show’s recording, 

filmed by Mr. Gill. 

That marked the end of our TY Musical. It has definitely been a huge highlight of TY and an experience that is going to 

be cherished by everyone involved for a long time. Through everyone’s 

hard work, perseverance and honestly, talent, we were able to create 

something truly great. I'm so glad we were able to do what we did and 

I'm so happy to have this as a memory.  By Daniel McNally 
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Junk Kouture is Ireland’s premiere sustainable fashion contest held all across the country and 

now all over the world. Secondary school students are challenged to create a garment strictly 

out of recycled and reused materials, following their strict rules and regulations to make sure it is 

a sustainable, yet enjoyable experience for all. St Patrick’s has entered many times throughout 

the years, with the help of Mr. Kirwan, but unfortunately this year the JK competition wasn’t an 

option for the whole class. In the end, however, two groups decided to take charge and do it 

themselves.   

Group 1: Amaz-on Amaz-off – By Daniel, Mia, and Mya  

Though we formed our group in early October, we didn’t 

settle on a design until mid-December. Our preliminary 

ideas were based around Irish Mythology, Vikings, and 

Nature. We drafted and sketched many designs but in 

the end settled on the one thing that carried through all 

ideas, the forest. From here we expanded our “forest” to 

that of the Amazon rainforest, and as such, created a 

garment inspired by the flora and fauna of this natural 

oasis. As well, we wanted our piece to draw attention to 

the struggles faced by Amazonian life due to deforesta-

tion and the coffee trade. We created many designs, all 

incorporating leaf like shapes, and researched possible 

materials like rubber, coffee pods and wrapping paper. 

Finally, however, we settled on burlap bags sourced from 

Bewley’s Coffee Company and 3FE Coffee as our materi-

al. We drew up our design and made our vision come to 

life.   

For what felt like months (though it was really only Janu-

ary) we spent our days cutting, sewing and spray-

painting burlap, burlap and more burlap. Eventually we 

created our floor length gown. For the torso we fash-

ioned a top from an old pair of leggings on which two 

burlap leaves sat leading into a cape draped over the 

shoulders. A chain of coffee pods hung from the centre 

of the top to the back, and finally, bringing the piece to-

gether, we created a lavish and extravagant layered 

leaf skirt. Made of coffee bags shaped into leaves, and 

painted bright colours indicative of an Amazonian Plant, 

the whole dress really was a work of art.   

  

Along the way there had been many set backs. For one our decision on the final design came 

far too late, leaving us only a month and a bit to create the dress. Handling the material itself 

was very difficult and time consuming. As well, we lost about a week of time with people being 

sick or away. Finally, to top it all off, we had scheduled our photoshoot on the last possible day, 

the day before it was due, and disastrously, Daniel tested positive for COVID the evening be-

fore. Despite this, Mia and Mya carried out the shoot with Daniel participating on zoom. We 

sent in our application, along with a short essay on our piece, and it was done.  

Although we didn’t make it to the next round, this in no way took away from the amazing work 

we did, creating a full-length dress from nothing but sacks. We are Amaz-On, Amaz-Off.     
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Group 2: Waste Of Time - Siri, Sara, Andrew  

  

For as long as I remember, I’ve wanted to become a fashion designer (was it influenced by 

the forever nostalgic Barbie movies perhaps). SoJunk Kouture was something I was always 

set on doing in my time in secondary school. When transition year rolled around I’d have 

thought I’d have ample time to enter the competition this year, it would a piece of cake I 

thought - oh boy was I wrong!   

  

Finding a pair of friends to do it with was about the easiest tasks in this project.  

Our idea at first was to make a figure headed deity costume based off of Hindu mythology 

out of Barbie dolls - but the dilemma was that we could not source the dolls . Because as 

tempting as it was to just buy materials , that is certainly not what Junk Kouture is about . Our 

other design ideas didn’t stray from mythology but definitely took form . By mid– December 

we decided on a steampunk inspired grim reaper made mostly with drink cans and other 

household waste such as bin bags , cereal boxes and clock parts. the theme of our design is 

based on death (hence the grim reaper) , the death of the environment and the time it 

takes everyday items to degrade in landfill.  

  

By January we got down to business. We used my house for crafting sessions as we didn’t 

have much time in our schedules in school.  

The piece had not just the clothes but props too - a plague doctor-esqe mask , a scythe 

(pronounced ‘sithe’ apparently) - both made almost entirely by cans , steampunk goggles - 

made from my witch headband from our musical and (you guessed it) more cans and a 

backpack made with ragged wings (made out of a plethora of bottles, bin bags and ice 

lolly sticks) , With many songs , My partners and I - Andrew and Sara had done an excellent 

job on them.  

  

I , on the other hand had another task to do - sewing the costume from scratch . While I 

have been hand sewing since I was seven , I had only got a sewing machine recently. Figur-

ing how to sew again while making a piece in under a month was no short than absolute 

stress . Never again . It was not perfect but at least it had not fallen apart ! (yet) .   

With the deadline nearing , there were more obstacles arising. Due to style we had to modi-

fy our designs here and there . Much like the other group , we had left it to the last minute 

( a pro tip for you readers is to absolutely not do that.) Our plan was to have our model , An-

drew -  wear our finished piece on the day before the 

deadline to take a few pictures and shoot our video. 

However, Andrew had incidentally tested positive for 

COVID the day of . This was quite a setback in the 

morning but Sara and I  improvised and had me 

model it. The submission was also quite difficult at first 

to do, but with the support of Mr Brady - we man-

aged to enter the application twenty minutes before 

the deadline.   

However , we didn’t make the cut either - despite 

that  I’m immensely proud 

of both us and the other 

group (Amaz-on, Amaz-off) 

for doing this  By Siri  Basani,  
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From the 6th to 15th of January, I did a week of 
school in France! My uncle is a drama teacher in 
an international school in Lille, which is situated 
in the north of France. This school is called EJM 
- École Jeanine Manuel, and this school is part 
of a chain, with other EJM schools in London, 
Paris, and there are plans to erect one in Dubai.  

The founder of the schools is a woman called Jeanine Manuel. After WWII, she want-
ed to open a school where they speak both French and English, stressing that if we 
understand each other’s language, we will not be at war. Because of this, half of the 
lessons are in French and half are in English.  

The school follows the International Bachelorette, or IB for short, and offers a wider 
range of subjects than we have here, including Philosophy, Mandarin, and French lit-
erature. They also have a canteen, HUGE sports hall, fully equipped gym and even a 
rock-climbing wall!   

Even though the school sounds great, it does have some downsides. The school days 
are extremely long, typically school days start at 8:30 and end at 6pm! It also is an 
expensive school; it costs a minimum of 10k a year.  

Personally, I really enjoyed my week at the school. I made a lot of friends, and they 
took a school trip to Dublin so I got to meet them over here too!  By Saoirse Graham  
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At the beginning of December 2021, the TY students began the Together Film Challenge course run by 
Cynthia Baloula. They would learn the ins and outs of filmmaking beginning with script writing and story-
boarding, pre-production, then onto filming and finishing with post production. The course lasted for 10 
sessions online every Monday.  
  
 

'It was an incredibly fun experience, I learned all about ed-

iting and it helped me overcome the fear of visibility.   

'My film was about a man (played by me) who was one 

day coming home late from work, who was really stressed 

and could not stop thinking about his job. As he was walk-

ing home, he started hearing noises and began panicking 

when he did not see anyone. He then started to pick up 

the pace and escalated to running until he trips and falls, it 

was then revealed that the one chasing him was a stray 

dog. The man then relaxes and comes back to his senses.' 

-Luke Y   

“The theme of my film is identity and racism. I’m trying to get 

across the idea that remarks on someone’s identity and just 

racist remarks in general stick with a person, I’m representing 

that by using sticky notes with phrases written on them and 

sticking them on to the back of a coat. As the person walks 

away the notes eventually fall off. “- Etienne  

“I really enjoyed the course. I was able to partici-

pate in school work even though I was absent 

throughout most of the year. My favourite part 

was storyboarding ideas for my movie and creat-

ing the jungle set.   

I wanted to recreate the look of the original King 

Kong from 1933 using stop motion.”- Cormac 
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For what was a regular school week for other years , our class was given a week off to get 
out there and help our local communities . The majority volunteered in  charity shops, com-
munity centres and in local schools but some had also taken to picking up litter in their 
neighbourhood areas  and volunteered to clean up the canal which badly needed some care. 
. 
  
I did my community involvement in a charity shop on Francis Street. Enable Ireland provides 
free services to children and families with disabilities in Ireland and does some really won-
derful work with a wide variety of people who really need our help and support. 
  
At first , I had tried most places in my area to find community involvement , but to no avail . I was very on edge as the 
11th of October was getting closer and closer. But as soon as I met the manager , Sue - I was put at ease as she told 
me not to worry and promptly handed me a special volunteer form to fill in with all my basic personal details. 
  
The work in the shop was rather easy, yet slightly boring but the tune of the Irish radio kept me going for hours - or-
ganise the racks , colour-block the clothes, polish the shoes, help out a prospective customer, stack books and so on . 
The customers were usually quite nice but there were a few that came in refusing to wear a mask - quite rude and 
difficult to deal with. Towards the end of the week I was also called to do some of the work that needed to be done 
upstairs. 
  
The second floor was a lot different from the first, filled with bags upon of bags of stock.  Fast fashion is one of the 
biggest impacts that consumerism has on our environment, with its mass production of flighty micro-trends. Much of 
it is poor quality, so it often it finds itself in  charity shops in hope of being used again. Upstairs, I learned how to use 
a tag gun (connects the price tags to the piece of clothing ) after many (many) finger injuries and how to steam 
clothes. During the work I had made friends with the other volunteers and staff , I even invited some to our TY musi-
cal! One of my favourite parts was when they let me dress the window display at the end . Sue had also given me a 
volunteer discount of 20% which was very nice of her. Community involvement is truly rewarding and a great part in 
Transition Year.  By Siri Basani 

One of my favourite experiences in TY this year was when I got to do a first aid course. It was so much fun 

learning all the various kinds of ways to help people and it is something I will never forget. During the course 

I learned how to do things like CPR, how to bandage up people's arms and legs and so much more. One of 

my favorite things I did during this course was when I got to learn how to bandage up broken and sprained 

arms and legs, I found it so much fun getting to practice this skill with all my friends and other classmates. I 

found the whole course really interesting and I thought the guy who was giving the presentation was very 

enthusiastic. I had an amazing day learning first aid and after doing this course I will defiantly do more cours-

es on it in the future. Thank you so much to all my teachers who orga-

nized this event and I hope to do more like it in the future.  

  By Will Donovan 
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This year, we had the opportunity to do a few weeks of work experience! At first, I was pretty 

nervous - I was only 15, and I had never written a CV or applied for any jobs before. But, I man-

aged to get a spot in 4 different careers, and I had a really 

great experience and I ended up learning a lot!  

 

My first week of work experience was in Subsounds, a company 

that produces music and teaches kids how to play instruments 

and write/record their own songs. I go there every week to 

write songs with my friends, and I absolutely love it, so I was 

thrilled to get to work there! I did a lot of clerical work, cleaned 

up the office, and when the boss, Martin, came up with a gui-

tar line, he asked me to record it for him. He also let me record 

whatever I wanted, so I wrote a song! Needless to say, I had a great week! 

 

After that, I did another week of work experience in a primary school, Scoil Ciaraín. It’s a very 

diverse school, and a lot of the kids have learning disabilities or are neurodivergent. I was in with 

the 5th classers and loved it! I got to know all of the kids, and I had a really great time teaching 

and helping them with anything they couldn’t understand. Before this week, I didn’t think I’d en-

joy teaching, nor did I think I’d be any good at it! But I learned how much I love it, and I’m now 

considering it in my future! 

 

I also did a week of work experience in a travel agent, Follow the Camino. I was helping the 

head of the marketing team for the most of it. Since their target audience is older, they focus on 

blog posts rather than on social media videos. I ended up writing, editing, and publishing two 

articles for their blog, as well as editing another that my co-worker had written. I learned a lot 

about marketing, search engine optimization, and journalism, all of which I found really interest-

ing! I also love writing, so it was perfect! 

 

For my final week of work experience, I applied to ‘MusicMaker’, a music shop 

that I love. I did some general cleaning tasks, organized the shop floor, tuned a 

lot of the instruments, helped with deliveries, and had to find certain specific 

instruments for people. As well as that, I got to learn a lot about different gui-

tars– they have a whole floor dedicated just to guitars, and the two guys who 

worked up there were really friendly and helpful and taught me a lot! I loved 

the environment of the shop – I was 100% in my element, and all of the staff 

were really friendly! I definitely had a great week there, and I still miss it! 

 

Overall, I genuinely enjoyed all four of my work experience placements. I learned a lot about 

different professions, and had a really fun time! I think I’ve definitely broadened my horizons on 

what I would want to do in my future, and I learned a lot about the different career options I 

have!   

By Heather Sweeney 
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 Dublin Walking Tour  
 

We went on a walking tour around Dublin. We were brought around by a Dublin born tour guide 
who also happens to be an ex-drug addict. He was relatable and kind. We walked for around an 
hour, and he told us about his experiences in different places around Dublin. His story was so in-
spiring. We started at Dame Street and went through the city Centre. We went through Stephens 
Green Park too.   
 
We learned about the life of living in a hostel and just how dangerous it can be because of bad 
treatment because of his status. He told us all about being homeless and how hard his life was 
without a home. We learned it is important to treat everyone equally and with kindness, no 
matter their living situation. Overall, it was a great walk and our entire year got to have a little in-
sight into the life of an ex-addict and it was a great learning opportunity.  
 
I found it interesting how I saw places in Dublin that I hadn’t seen before. I’ve been living in Dublin 
all my life and I found shortcuts that I have never been through before, and that was cool. We also 
went towards the Chester Beaty Library as well. A huge piece of advice that he gave us was to 
steer completely away from drugs because it is only temporary happiness. He lost everything 
through drugs and doesn’t recommend it at all.   
(Here we are at Stephens Green Park with our tour guide!)  
Bianca Akpotor  
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Criminal Courts of Justice 

On the 25th of March, our fourth-year class went on a trip down to the Criminal Courts of Justice 
as our Friday EES activity. We left the school at around 11 o’clock in order to watch a couple of cas-
es before the court gets quiet due to it being a Friday. Upon arriving at the courts, we each went 
through security. Afterwards, we got a list from the office regarding the cases that were going on 
that day that could be of potential interest to us, a lot of which included murder cases and bail.  

Firstly, my group went to court number 3 which was a district court. Here, numerous pleas were 
taking place. Shortly after, we took the lift and went to the very top floor where bail applications 
were taking place. This was a particularly interesting court to see due to all bail applications taking 
place via Zoom. After a while, more students and Gardaí began to swarm the court room, and so 
we decided to leave. 

We were granted an hour lunch break by our teachers, and following this we gathered back in the 
courts to watch one last case. For my group, this was the case taking place in court 22- a murder 
trial. This was by far the most interesting case of the day, as you can imagine. 

I highly enjoyed our trip to the Criminal Courts of Justice, and I was delighted to be back after com-

pleting a week of work experience here earlier this year. I liked how we were given the freedom of 

visiting any courtroom we wished, rather than being 

all huddled together watching a case collectively. 

Overall, this was a memorable trip, and a great op-

portunity to explore career choices! 

 

Alexandra Pugna  

 

Urban Orienteering  
  
10th December  
We did orienteering in groups of 4-5 for one of our TY EES trips. Firstly, we needed to choose a 
mascot to represent our team. Next, we were given a sheet of paper with 8 clues about landmarks 
and places of interest in Dublin city. Once we had solved the clues, we had to take a picture in 
front of the landmark with all our team members and our mascot. Some of the landmarks were 
the James Joyce bench, Queen of Tarts, the Molly Malone statue, Loreto College and the Phil 
Lynott statue.   
4th February  
We did a second round of urban orienteering in December. This time there were nine clues and a 
bonus where you had to take pictures of various things in Stephen’s Green Park like different types 
of trees and birds. Some of the locations were Jameson’s Distillery, the Light House Cinema and 
the Spire. This was a really fun activity and helped us to familiarize ourselves even more with inner 
city Dublin.   Leena May 
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Dublinia  
 
Dublinia is a museum with a focus on Viking and medieval Dublin City, and is partly connected to 
Christ Church. 
The two transition year classes were split for a tour around the general area of Christ Church and 
Dublinia, related to Viking settlement in Dublin. We stopped at bronze slabs in the pavement which 
had Viking artefacts displayed from excavations. I feel that we pass these slabs on the day to day 
while going through the city, and this may be an effect of there being no accompanying explanations 
for the artefacts and their uses - unlike today, as we had expert guides. 
The experience did not end there, as we ended up going in to the Dublinia museum. The wax recrea-
tions of people, tools, and other objects are done very well. They made it easier to envision life dur-
ing Viking and medieval Dublin. It is a small museum but it is packed with things to see. 
 
Etienne Doyle  

Bray to Greystones walk 
 
On April 1st I and other the Transition Years were taken out on one of our Friday afternoon trips 
to do a walk along Bray Head to Greystones.  Around lunchtime we gathered ourselves together 
and headed towards Pearse Station.  
 
Once we got to Bray we were very happy to see that the weather was perfect for the walk and 
had a nice brief time by the sea while we waited for some people to finish using the bathroom. I 
for one was having a lot of fun having a rock throwing contest with my friends to see who could 
get the furthest into the water. When we started walking I was very excited to walk along the wa-
ter with my friends. However, after a while it got extremely hot and we ended up carrying a lot of 
our layers. I for one didn’t let the heat get to me too much.   
 
I was towards the end of the line with most of my friends and we were having a lot of fun throw-
ing rocks into the sea and walking through big fields while listening to the trains go by.   At Grey-
stones we stopped off to get ice cream at the end of the walk, and we all sat outside in the shade 
eating it. Once we had all finished up, Mr Lynch and Ms Sweeney took us home on the Dart to 
Dublin. Personally, it was one of my favourite afternoon trips we’ve had this year so far.  
  
Sara Dooley  
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Dublin Zoo  
 
For one of our EES trips we went to Dublin zoo as 
a year group. We got to the zoo at around 1.30 
and stayed until 3.30. We split off into different 
groups and had a lot of fun walking around, 
watching the different animals and eating ice 
cream. It was a really sunny day so we had a 
great time. In our group, I explained the different 
animals and their names. We started at the 
bottom of the zoo, visiting the orangutans, lions 
and the red pandas, as well as many other spe-
cies. After this we went up to the African Plains 
where we saw rhinos and giraffes. All in all I 
thought this was a great experience for our class. 
 
Ira Schwitzer  

Comedy Show  
 
Near the beginning of the year, we walked into town and went to a comedy show called the 
Laughter Lounge. I think most of us have not yet been to a comedy show, so we didn’t really 
know what to expect. We all went inside and we saw other schools in there—all were in TY. We 
sat down and soon a man came out and was making everyone laugh in seconds, he was very 
funny, relatable and understood Irish teenage humour. It took us by surprise that he could walk 
into a hall of Transition Year students and make them all laugh, me and my classmates really 
enjoyed it. I personally really enjoyed it and would love to see something like that again!  
 
Joanna Garland 
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Prize List 2021  
Class of 2021  
Leaving Certificate 2021:      
                                          
First and Larminie Prize                                    
Arnold L. Horner Prize (Leaving Certificate Maths.)                 
Walter Scott Memorial Prize: Leaving Cert Music:   
Eva Grgeta  
  
Second                                 
Risteard  O Glaisne Memorial Prize  for L.C. Irish   
Zoe Janota  
 
  
Third          
Dylan Woods  
 

  
Earnest Buchanan (English Essay)                            Avnie Tyagi  
 
Arthur Wisdom Memorial Prize: (Senior Chemistry):               Nicole Farrell   
  
O’Russ Prize for Leaving Certificate French                         James Parminter   
  
  
Fifth Year 2020/21 
First:                                                                           Avnie  Tyagi  
Second:                                                                  Rory McElligott 
Special mention:                                                   Siofra Pitts                
                                                              

  
                                 
3 P 2020/21  
First:                                                                            Leena May   
Second:                                                                   Alexandra Pugna  
Special mention:                                                    Ira Schwitzer                
                                

  
3 K 2020/21  
First:                                                                           Mya Lynam   
Second:                                                                   Lilas Bailey                                
                                         

  
2P 2020/21                  
First:                                                                           Roisin Farrelly                              
Second:                                                                   L O’Shaughnessy Ward 
Special mention:             Alessandro Stoppani   
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2K 2020/21 
First:                                                         Freya Reddington  
Second:                                                Ella Mullins    
Special mention:                                 Noel Finlay   
 
 
1P Year 2020/21                                 
Joint First :                                          Marta Schwitzer                   
Joint first:                                                  Mohamed Huseen                
Special mention:                                 Sean Whelan                               
                                
  
1K Year 2020/21                                 
First :                                                     Aaron Healy       
Second:                                                        Rosalind Shevlin  
Special mention:                                   Euan Deering Kidd 
 
 
1G Year 2020/21                                 
First :                                                  Luke Donaghy                  
Second:                                                  Philip Naessens`          
Special mention:                                   Sarah Gallagher 
 
 

  
Special Prizes donated to the Grammar School:   
  

  
  
Scott Prize (Junior Cert Maths) Leena May   
Ovenden Bursary (Junior Cert Music) Daniel McNally   
O’Russ Prize (Junior Cert French)  Etienne Doyle 
Risteard  O Glaisne Memorial Prize  for J.C. Irish Mya Lynam  
Miss Ellis Prize (J. Certificate English) Mya Lynam  
John Lynch Memorial Prize for J.C. Art Mya Lynam  
Arthur Wisdom Memorial Prize (J.C. Science)   Mya Lynam  
 
 
 
Parents Association Prizes for exceptional achievement to particular subject 
 
 
Form 5 Biology Avnie Tyagi                  
Form 5  Physics Gavin Dunphy  
Form 5 Geography Eoin Moynihan  
Form 5 Music Rory McElligott  
Senior  P.E.            Rian Middleton  
Form 2 Music David Lyndsey  
Form 2 Art                                                          Thomas, Kelleher 
Form 2 Home Ec                  Roisin Farrelly         
Form 2 Business                     Balkir, Esma  
Form 2 Classics                                  Casey Carney, Charlie  
Junior P.E.                           Luca O’Shaughnessy Ward 
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Full Attendance  

 

Raul Imbrisca, Philip Naessens,  Oskar Urich, Aaron Healy, Noel Finlay, Max Brady, Freya 
Reddington, David Lindsay, Chioma Ugwu, Isaac Adeniji,  Eve McElhatton, Mya Lynam, Alex-
andra Medves, Will Donovan, Oliver Woods, Etienne Doyle, David Cooney, Bianca Ak-
potor,Angelo Morales Espana, Sofia Fox, Shalom Ogbata,  Rian Middleton, Rachel Akpotor, 
Joshua Farrell, Gavin Dunphy, Angel Enovwo Akpotor 
 
First year full attendance 
 
Esme Brady,Leah Brady, Samuel Clancy, Naa Akaabi Effah, Mia Gorey-Roche, Samuel Har-
ris George, Nawal Huseen, Michael Li, Eabha McElwaine, Daisy-May Reynolds 

Student of the Year 2020-21 (Trophy)  Eva Grgeta  

This award is given to the student in the previous year’s form six who contributed 
to every area of school life – academic, musical & pastoral. This year’s winner has 
been described as wonderful musician, completely committed to the School Choir or-
chestra and musical ensembles during her time at the school. She was always willing 
to perform at the drop of a hat for all musical events including the School Musical, 
Carol services, Spring and Summer Concerts. She set an example to others in terms 
of his work ethic, her focus and commitment to her music and to her school work. 
She is a polite, helpful and respectful young woman  
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Runner up in the Patrician cover competition—Rosalind Shevlin.  

Winner of competition—cover credit—Siri Basini  
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1G 
B: Stella Shearer, Harvey Conrad-Jones, Edward Hart, Bobby Casey-Carney, Denis Ryan, Colín O’Sullivan. 
M: Paddy Kennedy, Michael Li, Honor Farrelly, Nawal Huseen, Rosalyn Comerford, Roxanna Enasoaie. 
F: Mateo Quinio, Ben Walsh, Angelina Morales Espana, Samuel Clancy, Noah Meredith, Leah Brady. 

1K 
B: Tom Carey, Jim English, Reuben McCormick, Isaac Reid, Isaac McGovern. 

M: Max Searight-Coleman, Naa Effah, Johanna Poppema, Maisie Hannan Young, Eabha McElwaine, Anna He. 
F: Victor Oxley, Ross Cassidy, Esme Brady, Marla-Tait Bacon, Nicole Crilly 

Absent from photo: Rachel Bass, Ryan O’Regan. 
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1P 
B: Eimear Dunne, Marcus Holoimov, Daniel Obeimhen, Christopher Roe Dwyer, Kai Chambers. 

M: Chloe Keane,  Jamie Kirwan, Daisy-May Reynolds, Niamh Laidlaw, Summer Sheridan. 
F: Hayleigh Bone, Dannan Moger-Byrne, Ryan Whelan, Roman Carters, Mia Gorey-Roche 

Absent from photo: Ruby Bailey. 

2K 
B: Oscar Urich, Liam McLoughlin, Ben McEnroe, Caelum Irwin-Gowran , Jack Diamond, Daniel Fair Brennan, Aaron Healy. 

M: Laila Ní Mhaolearca, Raul Imbrisca, Alistair Morgan-Lawson, Philip Naessens, Cassia Owens, Mila Brennan,  
Amelia Cyfert, Kalina Kubas. 

F: Luke Donaghy, Sarah Gallagher, Euan Deering-Kidd, Hannah May, Kaitlyn Murphy, Allie Ford, Chloe Dardis, Holly Corrigan. 
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2P 
B: Gabriel Mihoc, Harvey Murtagh, Jude Rogers, Rosalind Shevlin, Art Wrixon, Darragh Hannon-McCabe, Mason Sarsfield. 

M: Niamh Dwyer, Iona Akroyd, Derya Balkir, Abdulla Hasan, Henry Morgan-Lawson, Cain Reilly, Mohamed Huseen. 
F: Julia Fox, Lacey Warren, Nathalie King, Lucy Cruickshank, Marta Schwitzer, Sean Whelan, Ella Cullen. 

Absent from photo: Lucy Kavanagh, Joshua Ward. 

3K 
B: Oran McDonagh, Jubran Mallak, David Lindsay, Charlie Casey-Carney, Thomas Kelleher, Donal Cooney, Ervin Szinte. 

M: Freya Reddington, Ramona Dinneen, Max Brady, Victoria Ogbata, Aoibh Crowley, Noel Finlay, Tomas Lavelle, Chioma Ugwu. 
F: Ella Mullens, Kayley Phelan, Isabella Ungurasu, Sienna Byrne, Sarah O’Sullivan, Cherry McAuley-Pratt, Robyn McElwaine. 

Absent from photo: Brooke Fallon-Murray, Matthew Ryder. 
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3P 
B: Sarah Batt, Seamus Kelly, Ryan McKenna, Caodan Connolly, Isaac Adeniji, Peter Reid. 

M: Alessandro Stoppani, Luca O’ShaughnessyWard, Saoirse Reardon, Michael Fallon-Murray, Callie-May Bryne, Scarlett Shearer. 
F: Nicholas Buzgure, Finn Vaughan-Buckley, Eve McElhatton, Matthew Antochi, Roisin Farrelly, Grace Buckley 

Absent from photo: Esma Balkir, Hannah Burke, Elliot Conrad-Jones, Kate Crowe, Millie Coleman, Emily Tobin, David Zubarevs. 

4K 
B: Patrick Casey, Brandon Bowes, Cameron Maher, Tadhg Moynihan,  Oisín Stokes, Daniel McNally, Aoife Power, Oliver Guy. 

M: Heather Sweeney, Andrew Morales Espana, Luke Cruickshank, Luke Yurchenko, Kevin Honer, Patricia Imbrisca, Troy Dowler. 
F:  Mia Crotty, Sarah Dooley, Lilac Carters, Joanna Garland, Mya Lynam, Alexandra Medves, Marsha Kane Duffy, Siri Basani. 

Absent from photo: Lilas Bailey, Reece Boylan, Sasha Danylenko. 
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4P 
B:  Angelo MoralesEspana, Daniel Lawless, Richard Cadar, Matthew Parminter, Luke Graham, Oliver Woods, Zack O’Neill, David Cooney. 

Mi  Alexandra Pugna, Ira Schwitzer, Aimee Mulligan, Meadhbh Killian, Bianca Akpotor, Matthew McElligott,  
Cormac McGarry, Will Donovon. 

F:  Saoirse Graham, Etienne Doyle, Leena May, Molly Nevin, Aislinn King, Maia Ghiurcuta, Dara Moynihan, Aoife Kennedy. 
Absent from photo: Taylor McGillivary 

Form 5 
B:  Sofia Fox, Jools McAuley-Pratt, Tom Brunel, Usna Brennan, Luke Collier, Harry Leech, Tom English, Kevish Arjoon. 

M:  Elvin Lucaci, Harry Wood, Jack Quinn, Jason Gaynor, Dara Coyle, Róisín Murphy, Josh Farrell, Colin Carey. 
F:  Rosa Downey, Sarah Moore, Oda Dineen, Michelle Amgalanbaatar, Shalom Ogbata, Tara Byrne,  

Rachel Akpotor, Joanna Yusuf. 
Absent from photo:  Ailbhe De Búrca, Tom Mustafa, Pádraig Noonan, Callum O’Connor, Molly-Sue Tyndall. 
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Form 6 2022 
B:  Gavin Dunphy, Aram Mallak, Ben Ryder, Eoin Byrne, Thomas West, Rory McElligott, Eoin Moynihan. 

M:  Luke Lawlor, Avnie Tyagi, Christine Lin, Dylan Meenan, Jacon Magahy-Malone, Shane Brothers, Síofra Pitts. 
F:  Lavina Stoppani, Lily Garland, Georgia McCormick, Lyndsey Bass, Aideen Kelly, Amelia Guy, Nina Graham. 

Absent from photo: Jade Andrews, Tyra Graham, Adam Keery, Travis Yusuf.  

Form 1 2016 
 


